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Abstract

With the help of the generalized Mayer theorem we obtain an improved inequality for free
energies of model and approximating systems, where only "connected parts" over the
approximating Hamiltonian are taken into account. For a concrete system we discuss the
problems of convergence of appropriate series of "connected parts".

1. Introduction

In recent years, the approximating Hamiltonian method has become widely used
as a method for investigating model systems of statistical mechanics. The main
advantage of this method is the possibility of calculating the free energy of a
model exactly, in the sense of the thermodynamics limit N ~* <x>, V -* oo,
v = V/N = const. The principal ideal of the method is connected with the name
of N. M. Bogolubov, who has suggested replacing the operators of dynamical
variables, which asymptotically (when V -» oo) commute with the whole algebra
of local observables, by C-numbers (c/. Bogolubov [1, 2]). It should also be
mentioned that N. M. Bogolubov has given the first rigorous mathematical proof
of the asymptotic accuracy of the method for the BCS-model of superconductors
at zero temperature (Bogolubov [3]). A comprehensive mathematical formulation
of the approximating Hamiltonian method has been suggested in a series of works
by Bogolubov (Jr.) [4, 5], who has managed to single out a special class of model
Hamiltonians (with separable limited interaction) admitting asymptotically exact
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solutions at arbitrary temperature (6). In 1978, Kurbatov and Sankovich pro-
posed an improvement of this theory. These authors have estimated the difference
between the free energies (fy) of the model Hamiltonian (H) and the approxi-
mating Hamiltonian (H(C)) with the use of Bogolubov and Golden-Thompson
inequalities (only the first has been frequently used) and made the following
evaluation (see Kurbatov and Sankovich [6]):

H(C)\ \ V ///(C)

(1)

Here ( • • • ) r means average over the grand canonical ensemble:

(A)r = T r [ i e x p ( - f » ] / T r [ e x p ( - f / 0 ) ] . (2)

As a rule, the approximating Hamiltonian H(C) is a quadratic form with
respect to creation and annihilation operators (<3+ and a, see Bogolubov [3] and
Bogolubov (Jr.) [4]). For averages of products of a+ and a over such a Hamilto-
nian, the Wick-Bloch-De-Dominicis theorem is valid. This fact provides us with
the main method of calculating averages appearing in (1). But a direct calculation
of the left part in (1) is rather hard. The generalized Mayer theorem allows us to
rewrite the left part of (1) in a more convenient form.

2. The generalized Mayer theorem

Take M numbered points and arbitrarily divide these points into groups { C,}
with every point belonging to one and only one group. Next consider the
operation W, which assigns a number W(GM) to each such division GM, and
which has the following properties:

(1) W(GM) does not depend on the numbering of points in GM;
(2) W(GM) — nQ/^multiplication is over all groups C, from GM, f, being the

number corresponding to C,.
Now consider FM = £ c W(GM), where summation covers all possible divisions

GM, and define the following functions:

F(x) = l+ LFM^; / ( * ) = £ / , £ . (3)
A / - 1 / = 1 •

Then the theorem states that F(x) = exp(/(jc)). This theorem generalizes the
well-known Mayer's theorem (the first, see J. Mayer and M. G. Mayer [7]), since
for its formulation it is not necessary to define the term "diagram". This allows us
to depart from the operator structure of a concrete Hamiltonian and consider the
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problem in general. The generalized theorem has a pure combinatoric character.
Its proof is almost the same as Mayer's and that is why we omit it.

3. Application of the theorem in the approximating Hamiltonian method

In order to transform the left part of (1) with the help of the generalized Mayer
theorem let us consider the average (DM)H(C) where D = D(C) = H - H(C). In
accordance with the Wick-Bloch-De-Dominicis theorem, this average breaks
down into a sum of products of pair averages (a+a>W(C), (a+a+)H(C), {aa)H(cy
In any summand we can distinguish operators a (a+), corresponding to different
operators Z>, from DM = Z\ • • • DM. If the operators a, a+ from the average
(a+a)mc) (or (aa)H(C), or (a+a+)H(C^) belong to different operators Z>,, zV,
then we shall say that these operators Z), and Dj are connected by the average
{a+ayH(C). We shall also say that the operation Rl is connected with operator Dj
if there is a chain Z),,«-» Dk ** • • • <̂  D, <-> Dj in which every pair Dk <̂  D, is
connected by a pair average (a+a)H(C), or (aa)mc), or (a+a+)H{C). Then we
can extract from all the summands of {DM)H(C) those summands in which every
Dt is connected with all the others; the sum of all such summands from {DM)H(C)

we shall call the "connected part" (DM) of (DM)H(C). Now it must be clear that
if for the operation W from Mayer's theorem we make the assignment/, = (D')c

then FM = (DM)H(o an<^ m accordance with the theorem we have

<exp(-ZV0)>W(C) = exp( £ (D'y(-ey'/(l)]\.

Taking into account that (Z)1)c = (D)HiC) we obtain the improved form of (1):

V I H(C)

Then we can conclude that for asymptotic accuracy of approximation it is
sufficient to demand that the series in (4) should be convergent and its sum
should vanish when V -» oo. Such a situation can evidently occur only for some
special values of parameters, which we shall denote by C. As was pointed out by
Bogolubov (Jr.) [4], and follows directly from Kurbatov and Sankovich [6], the
best approximation parameters minimize the function:

) \ . (5)
H(C)
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As an example of the application of the improved theory, let us consider the
following Hamiltonian:

H=f + ̂  LK(Plp2)J
+(Pl)J(p2). (6)

P1P2

Here t is an ordinary "kinetic" term (7* = T.p e (p)ap, ap) and operators J(p)
are bounded quadratic forms with respect to ap and ap(\\J(p)\\ < Mx). The
interaction potential K is assumed to satisfy

j 2 M 2 . (7)
P1P2

For the approximating Hamiltonian H(C) = H — D(C) with

= \ L K(Plp2)[J(Pl) - C(Pl)]
 + [J(P2) - C(p2)], (8)

P1P2

it can be shown that when \C(p)\ < M3 then ||^|| < M2(M1 + M3)V. Therefore
the series

17 ///(C) M-0

converges absolutely at any finite a to an analytic function, which we shall denote
by F(a). Besides that,

F(a) > exp(-|ot| ||^||/ff) > 0

and so i//(a) = -(0/V)\n(F(a)) is also an analytic function. This means that the
series

converges absolutely at any finite a, in particular at a = - 1 . That is why the
corresponding series in (4) in our case also converges absolutely and its sum
varies from zero to -2M2(Ml + M3)2.

We would like to obtain the following result: for some special parameters
C(p)= C(p) the sum of this series vanishes when V -* 00. Let us find these
parameters from the minimum condition for/appr(C): 3/appr(C)/9C(/>)|C(/)) = 0.
Then we have

C{p) = {J{p))H(Cy (10)

For such values of approximating parameters, one can easily estimate the
magnitude of (D')c. Indeed, in this case one must take into account averages only
between those operators ap (ap) which belong to different operators D, since
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averages between operators from one D produce vanishingly small contributions
(for example,

^ , P) X ( < / + (/>) X
v p

= O{\/V) -> 0 when V -* oo).
As a consequence, the number of summations over the quasi-continuous spectrum
(p) in {D'y appears not to be greater than 1. Every summation over p produces
a multiplier F/(2Wi)3 and every D a multiplier 1/V. Therefore we can conclude
that the magnitude of (D')c is finite when V-> oo. So we obtain: (1/V)(D')C -» 0
when V -* oo. That is why we conclude that, for parameters C(p) which realize
the absolute minimum of /appr(C) (and therefore satisfy equation (10)), the
following equality is valid:

Urn fv{H) = lim /appr(C) = Urn fv{H(C)}. (11)
K-»oo V—»oo K-»oo

The role of the selfconsistent equations (10) appears to be the following: members
with C(p) compensate for contributions of averages between operators a (a+)
from one operator D. It should be mentioned that in earlier works on the method,
equations of selfconsistency have been derived from the condition of compensat-
ing some type of diagrams which have been called "dangerous". Now we obtain a
similar result, but our method is rigorous.
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